
Seller Score



i)It builds trust on your shop that you are a reliable seller and are able to deliver fast (ship on the same day for 
dropshipping) and quality products (Click here)_

ii)It automatically boosts your products on the website for vendors with 4.9 and 5 seller score metrics

Why is Seller Score Important

https://www.jumia.co.ke/tv-fridge-guard-free-4wy-power-extension-cable-mk-mpg301448.html


The seller score metrics is found on your homepage and is as below.

Where is my Seller Score Metrics



• The cancellation rate indicates the reliability of your store. This is the percentage of orders you have 
cancelled or cancelled by system due to late fulfilment in the last 28 days against the number of all 
shipment types 

• The return rate is the percentage of items that have been returned by customers in the last 28 days and 
are all vendor fault reasons for the return against the number of delivered orders in the same time 
period.

• The average customer rating is the average stars that have been rated and reviewed  by customers for 
confirmed purchases in the last 28 days on your seller profile on the website

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics



Case scenario

Vendor X has a cancellation rate of 1% and a quality return rate of 2% and average customer rating of 4.5 on 
Sunday, 21st March 2021 (Seller Score is calculated every week).

This means that his seller score for cancellation rate is 4 and his seller score for quality return rate is 3 and 
Average customer rating is 4

The average of the three metrics of the seller score gives the vendor a final score of 3.67 on seller center

NB: Probation age (<Less than 30 days OR orders* < 5) Seller Score = 3

       :Seller Score = 5/5 only if: 0% cancellation & return rates AND age > 90 days AND orders* > 60

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics



• The cancellation rate does not take into account any other cancellations such as customer cancellations 
only for out of stock by vendor or system cancellation due to late fulfilment

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics (Cancellation Rate)



• The return rate only takes into account the “vendor fault reasons” which can be seen on your seller 
center as per below.

• Seller Center>Orders>Completed>Returned>Click on the Order No.
• Seller Score Metric>Click on Quality Return Rate

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics (Return Rate)



• The return rate only takes into account the “vendor fault reasons” which can be seen on your seller center as per 
below.

• The return rate that affects your score has to be under responsibility “Vendor” or it won’t affect your score

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics (Return Rate)



• The average customer rating is the average stars that have been rated and reviewed  by customers for confirmed 
purchases in the last 28 days on your seller profile on the website

Understanding my Seller Score Metrics (Average Customer Rating)



• Get a reliable source/distributor/supplier to update you on stocks to avoid cancellations
• Update your stocks regularly (depending on how much you sell offline; update as frequently as possible)
• Monitor top moving SKUS (items) as they are most likely to impact you when they are out of stock in the market
• When adding SKUS (items) into your seller center confirm that your source/supplier/distributor has the stocks 

available
• Deactivate SKUS that are off the market and are no longer available (This can be achieved by good relationships with 

your distributor/supplier as they have a sense of when items will be off the market and expected timeline for new 
stock

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Cancellation Rate)



• Take a look at the returned orders on your seller center and understand why the return was created 
• Seller Center>Orders>Completed>Returned>Click on Order No. (Only vendor fault reasons impact the seller score)

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Quality Return Rate)



• Check that you only source from quality distributors/suppliers/sources (They normally have a sense of the quality of 
the item if you have built a strong relationship with them)

• Check that there is no trend in SKUS (Items) that are always being returned due to missing items/defective in one way 
or another

• Check on the ratings/reviews of your products from customers with bad reviews (understand why they are not happy 
with your product. Click here

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Quality Return Rate)

https://www.jumia.co.ke/seller/mobi-kings/profile/


How come some customers give good comments but give average ratings? 

• Not all customers are willing to rate or review for each purchase and this is not mandatory before the next purchase.
• Frequent buyers may not have the time to rate = 4 orders a wk with 3 items per order = 12 ratings / reviews expected.
• What CXP can continuously do is prompt customers to rate through pop ups before the next order and educate them 

on the usefulness of rating.
• Analysis has shown most customer rate between 3-5 stars

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Average Customer Rating)



How can a vendor have an excellent QRR and have a bad ACR?

1) We do have items that cannot be returned >>>>undergarments, groceries, etc

2)  A customer who exceeds the return period and finds out the item is unsatisfactory.

The customers will voice out their frustrations through pdt ratings

3) Some customers are not completely satisfied with the product they receive (and thus give an average/poor rating) but not 
to the extent of returning the item.

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Average Customer Rating)



What do the customers rely on to rate the vendor's product as bad?

• The Product Description; any mismatch  / inaccuracy will most likely result in a poor rating (especially if the description 
is not detailed enough and/or the images don’t give a good idea of the product => some vendors tend to overpromise 
in their description and/or images vs what they actually ship so customers end up being disappointed).

• If the item does not serve the purpose. The product is good but does not serve the purpose. This kind of customer will 
not score the pdt highly.

• Whether the product is user friendly or not e.g no user manual.
• Wrong size shipped

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Average Customer Rating)



How does Jumia authenticate the Customer reviews before they reflect on the vendors page?

• Only Verified purchases
• No Abusive language

How do I Improve my Seller Score (Average Customer Rating)



• If Seller Score >= 3, no impact
• If Seller Score < 3, malus as follows:

What is the Impact of my Seller Score


